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I consider these three chapters as a unique logic block for two
reasons. First because their main theme is the figure of the bA; then
because of the peculiar “spatial disposition” of chapter 85.
Compared to many other versions of The Book of the Dead our
chapter 85 seems definitely shorter. But that would be no surprise
since it was a common practice to pick up only the parts of spells the
scribes deemed fit for their purposes. And our text is one third of
those of the other versions, coinciding with their start (caput). The
peculiar fact is that the rest of it (cauda) is attached to the end of
chapter 84. Caput and cauda work then as textual brackets,
enclosing, in a virtual embrace, the benu and the heron,

birds which, with some approximation, may allude to the bA of the
hieroglyphic rendering:

In other words they may be the archetypal (benu) and the
manifested (heron) figures of Atum's “comprehensive” bA, which,
as I said, constitutes the central point of this section of the chapters
of transformations.
Let us now try to understand how the sequence of the spells
[85-83-84] underlines the different qualities and modalities of the
same basic mytheme.
CHAPTER 85 [caput] – Plate 27
1

Making a transformation into the bA of Atum.

2

Words to be spoken by Osiris Scribe Ani, justified.

3

I shall not enter into the Place of Execution,

4

I shall not go down, I shall not know it [→ the Place of Execution].

5

I am Ra, who came forth from the Primordial Waters;

6

the bA of the god who created his own body [→ Atum].

7

Evil is my abomination, I shall not see it.

8

I conceive my thoughts in Truth, I live in it.

9

I am Hu [Authority], the undefeated,

10

in this name of mine of bA.

11

I myself came into being together with Nun,

12

in this name of mine of Kheprj.

13

I came into being among them as Ra.

14

I am the Lord of Splendour.

zzz
The central image of these lines is the “solar aspect”. It's a
known fact that Ra is the bA of Atum [5-6] and that the main quality
of the bA is that of going in and out of the Duat; exactly like the sun
that daily sets in the West and rises in the East. That's the trait Ani
wishes to integrate so as to avoid destruction [3-4]. And the shining
light of the sun coincides with his moral integrity [7-8]. In this

perspective he re-enacts the primordial self-generation [5 & 11]
culminating in the “splendour” of his dawning as Kheprj [12-14].
And I think it is not a coincidence that at the moment the splendour
of the rising sun is cited [13-14], almost at the end (2/3rd) of the
seventh column, the benu-bird comes in, as if taking the place of Ra
in his aspect of Kheprj coming forth from the primordial hill.
CHAPTER 83 – Plate 27

1

Making a transformation into the benu bird.

2

Words to be spoken by Osiris Scribe Ani, justified, in peace.

3

I have flown in Primeval Time,

4

I have come into being as Kheprj,

5

I have grown up as a plant,

6

I have concealed myself as a turtle.

7

I am the fig [the sweetness] of each god.

8

I am the yesterday of the [number] four

9

of the seven Uraei

10

which come into being in the East; [→ Kheprj]

11

the great one who lights up the Sun-folk with his body; [→ Ra]

12

the god (who is) inside Seth

13

(and) Thoth between them.

14

In the business concerning

15

the Foremost of Letopolis and the Bas of Heliopolis,

16

the Flood between them.

17

I have come: shining in glory, blessed, powerful,

18

made divine among the gods.

19

I am Khonsu, he who slaughters the lords.

zzz
Lines 3-6 depict the solar phenomenology: the coming forth
from the abyss [3] in the form of the dawning sun [4]; although in
this case the “aerial” verb (pA) points directly to the benu-bird
which, as the myth says, landed on the primeval hill. The growing
plant of verse 5 alludes to the fertilizing nature of the sun and to its
course towards the zenith; the sun which then sets in the West,
hiding himself as a turtle does (hinting also at his reappearance)[6].
What's interesting to remark is that in order to express the
morphing process the scribe made use of visual wordplays:

the rhizome of M31 (rd) alluding perhaps to the rays of the sun.
Then starting from line 7, there is a series of qualities which
characterize the solar aspect of the benu-bird. First of all the joy,
that is the sweetness (of the fig) the sun infuses in all the gods [7];
then the powerful and majestic image of the rising sun through a
very cryptic but ingenious metaphor [8-10].

Let us give a look at the glyphs:

So it seems there are seven Uraei (ararwt sfxw), Ani identifying
himself (jnk) with the fourth of them (number four →jfdw) . What
the seven Uraei are is open to debate. In the PT they usually point to
the seven cervical vertebrae, alluding to the firmness of the one who
eats them; but I don't think this fits our context. They also appear in
the ritual of the night hours and in some solar hymns, shown as
forces that defeat the sun's enemies. In this last sense they might
apply to our context. But why the reference to “number four”?
Now 4 is placed in the middle of a series of seven [123 4 567];
thus it may be seen as the “central point”. We might even be so bold
as to suppose that we find here an anticipation of the Ptolemaic
system, number four being thus the “sun”. But I think we had better
walk on more solid grounds.
The fact remains, though, that 4 is in the middle. What if we
distribute the two groups of three Uraei not in a linear, but in a
conical form since we are dealing with the benu-bird and the
primordial hill?

Number four would thus be the summit, triggering multiple
allusions. First of all it could be indeed the benben stone with the

benu-bird alighted on the primeval hill, mirroring the vignette of
the swallow (chapter 86) which opened the transformations
chapters.

And it could be the dawning sun (Kheprj) emerging from the
eastern horizon [10]; the whole group of seven becoming then the
beneficial figure of Ra [11]. But it could also be the point of a blade,
cutting its way in and out of the Duat, that will be found in a line of
the chapter coming next (84: the heron).
As for the meaning of “sf” (yesterday) [8] I am of the opinion
that it refers to the original time of creation, of the appearance of
the archetypal benu-bird; in a certain sense the “blueprint” of the
sun that shall then keep rising.
At this point the text becomes indeed very cryptic, especially in
lines 12-16 so that my interpretations cannot be no more than
highly questionable speculative guesses. My only comfort is that the
other versions I consulted do not seem to shed satisfactory light on
these passages, so, agreeing with the saying that “Misery loves
company”, I am so bold as to advance my hazardous hypotheses.
The first thing to note is that references to the benu-bird seem
now put aside in favour of solar traits, as anticipated in line 11.

The generic god who is inside Seth (m stS) [12] might perhaps
allude to the heat of the sun which, if not controlled, could indeed
be very harmful to the living. That's why Thoth comes in between

them [13] separating the noxious effect of the scorching heat (→stS)
from the beneficial one of the sun. In psychological terms: Ani
knows how to control his instinctual and chaotic drives turning
them into positive energy, through the knowing use of his acquired
Thothean wisdom.
As a matter of fact it's also possible that line 12 refer only to
Seth. In this case his opponent would be the “great one” (wr) of line
11, with Thoth between them; which might point to the well known
fight between Haroeris (→wr) and Seth. But I deem it dubious.
At any rate the general image would be the same: Ani's ability
of distinguishing the beneficial and fruitful part of himself from his
instinctual drives.
This ability of discerning and dividing different modalities of
existence is repeated in lines 14-16

which describes a confrontation [14] between the representatives of
two cities located on the opposing banks of the Nile, namely Khentjkhem ( or Haroeris), “the Foremost of Letopolis” (left bank) and the
Souls of Heliopolis (right bank) [15]; Ani being the flood (nwy) that
keeps them apart [16].

I confess that this passage is for me very difficult to make out.
My first guess is that the opposing riverbanks may point to sunrise
(East →Heliopolis) and sunset (West →Letopolis); and considering
that Khenti-khem is the patron of the blind we may infer a duality
“Darkness vs Light / Letopolis vs Heliopolis / Night vs Day”, the
Flood being then a metonymy for the night voyage in the Duat.
As a matter of fact in a chapter that is not included in Ani's
papyrus, namely Chapter 64, it is said: “I have come from Letopolis
to Heliopolis in order to inform the benu-bird about the Duat.”
[BM EA 10477 – pNU]. A similar version in pTurin:

In other words Ani asserts his knowledge of the totality of the solar
experience, from the abyss of the Nun (of which nwy is the physical
manifestation) to the triumphant light of the day (→ Heliopolis);
made even more explicit by lines 17-18. With the flood (nwy) that
may also allude to the Inundation (→ Akhet) which prepares the
coming forth (→Peret) of the fruitful land under the image of the
benu-bird standing on the primordial hill.

The duality I talked about is again present in the last line [19]
where the terrible figure of Khonsu is opposed to the shining solar
one of lines 17-18. In fact Khonsu, the wanderer, is a moon-god and
points thus to the night voyage of the sun, pertinent to that of the bA
which our “soul trio” turns around. But what is important is his
warlike aspect. He is in fact known as a bloody and furious figure
(→dndn), a quality that will let Ani face hostile gods, especially those
who guard the gates. He is mentioned at the end of the chapter so as
to introduce the next figure of the trio, the heron, which, as already
said, is the dynamic manifestation of the archetypal benu-bird.
CHAPTER 84 – Plate 28

The vignette is exactly like that of the benu-bird, lacking only
the breeding plumes:

As above anticipated I am of the opinion that whereas the benu
is the original psychic layout the heron is the expression of the
effective bA; and that's why he enters when prompted by the Khonsu
reference in the last line of the preceding chapter. Strength is in fact
the central theme of this spell, modulated in accord with a series of
images and mythic allusions through which Ani asserts his bA qualifications, namely his capacity of traversing both the sky and the
Netherworld (solar and Osirian aspects).
The chapter is divided into two main blocks: the first one
follows the text of the “heron spell” common to the other versions.
In it Ani makes show of his “strength” and of his “function”. When
the gods (of the Duat) ask him to be more precise he states that
should he not accomplish his task disorder would ensue.
The second block is the cauda of chapter 85: the “bA of Atum”
whose “caput” has already been discussed at the beginning of this
commentary. In it Ani declares his Osirian qualities that permit
him to traverse the Duat and emerge from it as a rejuvenated Horus
who has his place in the sky, underlining once again his acquired bA
aspect (heron) through which he can “interface” himself with the
diurnal and nocturnal experience.
But, as in many other cases of this papyrus, if the general idea
is relatively easy to grasp - grammar, syntax, orthographic and
metaphoric solutions form a cryptic textual structure whose reverse
engineering is quite difficult to execute, so many are the multiple
(sometimes complementary, sometimes contradictory) meanings
and the possible interpretations.
Problems start from the very beginning:

The initial “sxm .n=j” is a manifestation of power over the
following direct objects. The graphic rendering of “ntjw” is a little bit
unusual, with a sitting bovine as an unexpected determinative.

As a matter of fact the original writing may raise some doubts.

It could be confused with a similar glyph, which is undoubtedly
a “ram”, since it is connected with the bA glyph:

But I opt for a bull or a cow. The knife (mds) or the flint (ds) in
their heads (jmjw tpw =sn), probably alluding to the piercing horns,
may apply to both. However the braided locks (Hnsqwt) look more
proper to cows; in our case alluding perhaps to the seven forms of
Hathor shown in Plate 35:

the bull at the base, who has power upon them, mirroring the
“sxm .n =j” of our text. And since they wear a menat necklace,
sometimes of blue faïence

that may explain “in their turquoise” (jmj[wt] mfkAt =sn). But the
turquoise may point also to a cosmic allusion, namely to the vault of
the sky, the cows being the stars “in their turquoise”:

So, could not the “braided locks” be a metaphor of the starry vault?
Could not the stars be the Pleiades (some count seven of them)

or, perhaps more fitting, the Hyades,

of which Aldebaran, the brightest one (a red giant), may perhaps
allude to the Red Cow (dSrt) Ani will mention a few lines after.

And perhaps it is not a coincidence that the epithet of one of the
above shown seven Hathors is “red of hair” (dSrt Snj). [Names not
mentioned, though, in Ani's papyrus.]

Thus a red cow whose horns Ani drags in the virtual cosmic
line that links Orion's belt [→ Osiris] to her. In conclusion the first
lines point to the image of Ani, the heron, who, with his celestial
force, is in control of the sky.
All this may make sense if we accept the emendation “jmj(wt)”
instead of the written “jmj”; but if we read the line “as it is” we must
change our approach. “jmj mfkAt =sn” would then be “He who is in
their turquoise”. That would force us to reconsider the syntax of the
line, opting for a genitive construction. We would thus have the
stars (Hnskwt →braided locks) of the one who is in their turquoise,
namely the celestial Ani in full control (→sxm .n=j) of them. Once
again a cosmic image.
Textual ambiguities are also present in the next lines:

“jAw” (the Ancestors), “Axw” (the blessed spirits) could be direct
objects of the previous “sxm .n=j” indicating that Ani has power on
them as well. As for “spdw At” they could also be gods particularly
strong (sharp/effective of striking powers); or it could be an
adjective referred to the “jAw” and the “Axw”. The last part would
then point to Ani's “satisfaction” (m Htp).
But “jAw” and “Axw” could also be vocatives. As for “spdw At” it
could be a vocative, as well; or, as I am more inclined to suppose, it
could be referred to Ani's strength (sharp/effective are the powers
of Osiris Ani, justified, content); underlined by the following

which is itself quite ambiguous, due to the multiple readings of “Sat”
(slaughtering, terror, knife). The image could be that of Ani cutting
(verb Sa) the earth with his blade (Sat) and spreading terror both in
his descent and, conversely (Tz-pXr), in his emersion from it: playing
the bA coming in and out of the Duat. Of course one could read “TzpXr” in its more orthodox form getting thus the image of the earth
fighting back, that is opposing resistance.
At any rate either version does stress the basic theme of Ani's
strength, repeated in the very contorted text of next passage.

In the first line the glyph of “xt”, as it is, may point either to the
preposition (throughout) or to the verb “xtj” (retire, retreat). In the
first case grammar would raise an objection, in the second one it is
common sense that would turn its nose.
The image seems to be that of the “strength” (wsr) acting (jrj)
on account of Ani (n =j), in his behalf (Ani's inner force), having him
go towards the sky (r pt) and reach its height (xt qAw). But the
preposition “xt” should be transformed into a verb (pass through) or
a noun (passing through). Unless we hypothesize a not – as far as I
know - yet attested “jrj-xt” (make a passage through).
Should we discard this suggestion we remain with “retire”.
Thus “the force acts for Ani making the heights retire from the sky”,
which would be definitely strange. Unless we interpret “qAw” as “the
exalted ones of the sky” (the plural strokes playing perhaps in
favour of it); pointing thus to the gods frightened by Ani's incoming,
showing respect for him (twr n =j); and bringing back to memory the
initial lines of the Cannibal Hymn.
There might be, though, a more hazardous and definitely farfetched interpretation which I suggest just for the sake of curiosity.
The “height retreating from the sky” could be a metaphor for the
annihilation of the distance that separates the Netherworld (in
which Ani at present is) from the sky (towards which Ani wishes to
ascend). In other words Ani can reach the celestial height in a blink
of an eye.
An image that would be in accord with a further audacious
metaphor in the next line “jr n =j wsxt nmtt =j” (that made, on my
behalf, a vast hall of my strides). This time Ani, who is high up in
the sky, reaches the Duat (his city of the Silent Ones : njwt =j grw)
just in one ample stride, forming thus a virtual vault (wsxt); or, if
plural, whose ample strides form the colonnade of a virtual hall. At
any rate the main image is that of Ani, who, as a bA (heron), can
ascend and descend as he likes, being master both of the sky and of
the Netherworld.
And triggered by the Duat-oriented last image the next lines
(they themselves quite cryptic) seem to be a description of Ani's
meandering through the city of the Silent Ones, hiding a series of
obscure and oblique allusions to Horus as the rejuvenated Osiris.

It's the first line that poses problems, with an ambiguous “spA”
needing elucidations. That noun might refer to a place or a town
located, it seems, near Heliopolis:

But since Anubis is the lord of it, that might implicitly point to the
Duat, through which Ani moves (Sm =j). However that could be only
a side resonance, since the determinative (L5 → centipede) seems to
be an explicit reference to the god Sepa:

who protected against snake bites and who had connections with
Osiris, referred in some papyri as Osiris-Sepa (p Turin 142)

Sepa is also known for a “processional route” which connected
Heliopolis to Kheraha (Old Cairo), where his temple (house of Sepa)
was located. But what is important in our case is the place Sepa is
said to be placed (dj =tw m wnw). Provided, of course, that “dj =tw” be
an accepted passive relative. Or should it be emended into a more
orthodox “dj =tw (=f)”?
Now it seems that “wnw” was a place on the Nile's western
delta, near Damanhur (the town of Horus), in the seventh nome of
Lower Egypt (wa jmntt).

And we know that Horus (the rejuvenated Osiris) had been hidden
(→dj =tw) by Isis in the marshes of the delta (→wnw) in order to
protect him from Seth.

In conclusion Ani presents himself as the rejuvenated deceased
who can safely move in the Duat (Sepa →Anubis →Duat) assuming
the form of his inner centipede Sepa; after having left behind the
guardian gods (xAaa .n=j nTrw Hr wAwt =sn) whose resistance he
defeated since he had the protection of the major deities, those in
the shrines (jmjw kArw =sn) of the city temples (prw njwt).
Up to this point the text dealt mainly with Ani's more visible
“strength”, the exterior one. The lines that follow next are more
concerned with his “knowledge”, characterized by a series of four
“rx =j” (I know).

We can see the description of the original creation: (i) the
primordial waters [in many other versions expressed by the
expected Nun; in our papyrus by the mother goddess Nut, alluding
to the waters (the amniotic sac) of her primordial womb; (ii) the
primordial hill on which the benu-bird does alight; (iii) the rising
sun (I'll soon give my comments on it); (iv) the words of magic
which give shape to the world. The knowledge of these existential
phases means that Ani has psychically experienced them, having

thus become the author of his own rebirth. In a certain sense a selfgenerating act, like that of Atum, the demiurge.
As regards the third event let us give a closer look at it. I am of
the opinion that “dSrt” is in our case the “red cow”, since her horns
(abw =s) are explicitly mentioned. I think it legitimate to suppose an
allusion to Hathor, the mother goddess, like the one found in the
last vignette of our papyrus (Plate 37)

with the red sun on her head between her horns. As for the hieroglyphic rendering of

it could be transliterated as “sTA .n =j abw =s” (whose horns I have
dragged), showing Ani's power on her. But I am more inclined to
render it as “sTA n =j abw =s” (whose horns drag for me / on my
behalf): an impressive image of the sun dragged out from the
primordial hill (as if goaded) by the horns of the mother goddess.
And this solar allusion is balanced by the reference to Thoth,
the magician (HkA), in the fourth line. Since Thoth is not only the
god of wisdom, but also the moon god. Thus we have once again an
image of the diurnal and nocturnal aspects of the solar figure.

The following and concluding line of this section

is a sort of compendium of the “creation process”, with Ani who
declares himself to be the “red calf (mAs dSr), the son of the red cow,
mentioned in the writings (ntj m zXAw)”. The correct meaning of
“mAs” (provided there is one) is open to debate. Given the context I
am inclined to follow Simeone Levi's rendering: vitulus (→ bull calf),

thus an image of rejuvenation. As for “who is in the writings”
(ntj m zXAw) I'd exclude a “prophetic view”. I'd rather see in it Ani's
prescribed destiny, his cyclical solar rebirth, of which his papyrus
(zXAw) bears witness.
It's now time that we give a look at my tentative translation of
this first section.
CHAPTER 84, I
1

Making a transformation into a heron.

2

Words to be spoken by Osiris Scribe Ani.

3

I have put under my power those (cows)

4

with flint knives in their heads,

5

braids in their turquoise.

6

O Ancestors, O blessed Spirits:

6a

sharp are the striking powers

7

of Osiris Ani, justified, content.

8

His blade against the earth [→ his going in] -- and vice versa [→ his coming out].

9

The strength worked out for me

10

a passage through the Height towards the sky;

11

(and gained) respect for me;

11a

and made, on my behalf, a vast hall of my stride

12

to my city of the Silent Ones.

13

I move: (as) Sepa who is placed in Unu,

14

having left the gods on their way,

15

since they did protect me the temples and those in their shrines.

16

I know the waters of Nut,

17

I know Tatenen,

18

I know the Red Cow [→ Hathor?], whose horns drag on my behalf.

19

I know the Magician [→ Thoth?], whose words I hear.

20

I am the red calf that is the writings.

zzz
At this point, as if out of the blue, having heard such significant
statements (xft sDm =sn), generic gods (plausibly the guardians) step
in asking for elucidations. At least this is the way I read “sfx Hr =n”

The verb “sfx” covers a vast semantic field, but, considering the
context, I am inclined to pick up the “unbinding” concept

“Unbind our face” might then be a metaphor for “let us have a
clearer look / unveil our face”. As a matter of fact, in Simeone Levi's
dictionary there is a quite peculiar coincidence pointing to the
“unrolling of papyri” (solvere volumina)

thus a possible oblique allusion to the “zXAw” of line 20.
It goes without saying that I consider “sfx” an imperative, since
it is followed by Ani's prompt answer, posing (what else?) a series of
interpretive problems.

The first line is tricky. Read as it is it could be a “sDm =f” (the
father comes to/near me), but, considering the graphic rendering of
“jj” I would not exclude an active participle (he who comes). “jt xr =j”
would then be “the father who is near me”. What Ani says to the
gods is that the figure in front of them is not just “the deceased Ani”,
but the “sun” (the father) who dwells in him (xr =j). Thus Ani
behaves like Ra, who does not need the gods' approval or their
presence (m xmt =tn) in his rising at dawn (nhpw); as for the rest
(zpw), that is: the crossing of the sky, the sunset and the night
journey, they are already an integral part of his personality (m Xt =j).
“zpw” hinting also at the “deeds →effectiveness” of the sun Ani is
imbued with. Another way to assert his own superiority.
Then he says that should he not accomplish his task, that is,
should he not sit and let his speech be heard in the place of Truth

chaos and disorder would follow. This idea is expressed in a quite
contorted way, with questionable graphic renderings. Let us start
with the first image:

Now, the meaning of “Hpp” is “to be withheld”;

as for “jnHw” (eyebrows),

it should have a double D13 determinative, but only one is shown;
which could be a scribal oversight. The general sense is that Truth
is held back (Hpp =tw) on the eyebrows of night, that is in the dark.
But if the “s” pronoun was put there on purpose (instead of
D13) then Truth would be held back on her “nocturnal (→xAwj)
eyebrows”. With a possible pun on “sxAwj”

interplaying with “sxA / swx(A)” (to spend the night)

and pointing thus to a “sleeping Truth”. In any case an image of
chaos and disorder, like the one that follows next:

He who should sail southwards (xntj) for (→ to celebrate) the
Feast (sHb) would be asleep (sDr). I think legitimate to assume that
the feast is that of Osiris (southwards pointing perhaps to Abydos,
the city of the Foremost of the Westerners). In fact we might read
“sHb sDr” as the Feast of the Sleeping One (→ Osiris), “sDr” being thus
used in two superimposed layers of meaning. What we might call
“phrase-play”.
The hazardous hypothesis (sailing southwards →Abydos) may
be sustained by a passage in Plate 2 (Hymn to Osiris Wennefer) in
which references seem more explicit:

The textual “phrase-play” strategy might also be applied to the
concluding line of the “heron block” of the chapter:

First of all we must decide how to treat “jAwt”. At face value it
should be “old age”

but, with minor adjustments, it could also be “the ancestors”

which would justify the reading of “sn” as a 3rd plural suffix pronoun
(=sn). But the absence of the plural strokes may look somewhat
suspicious. However, should we accept that writing, we would get:
“jnq jAwt sAw tA =sn” (The old ones shall embrace the protector [sAw]
of their land), namely Osiris scribe Ani, justified. A positive attitude
that would be juxtaposed to the negative ones of the previous lines.
In other words: should Ani be hindered, chaos would ensue. But the
ancestors will act friendly towards him, who is the protector of their
realm.
There might also be another subtle word-play. The graphic
rendering of “protector” (sAw) is a little bit different from the
common one:

and may “resonate” with “sA-tA” (outcry at celebrations)

That would be the joyful outcry of the Old Ones (jAwt) exalting
the name of the guardian of their land: Osiris Scribe Ani &tc.
But I am more inclined to read the last line as a continuation of
the negative attitude of the previous ones. “jnq” would then not be
“to embrace”, but “to choke (WB: würgen), to enclose” . That would

allude to the guardian (sAw) unable to protect the land of Truth
(tA =s) as if embraced →choked →weakened by old age. The sentence
would thus be transliterated as:
“jnq jAwt zAw tA =s n wsjr zXAw Anj mAa xrw”.
A tentative translation: “Old age would choke the guardian of
her [Truth's] land [entrusted] to (n) Osiris Scribe Ani, justified.” In
other words: “Should Ani be stopped, Truth would have no more the
strong guardian she needs to protect the land she entrusted (→ tA =s
n) to Ani.”
All this said, here is my translation of the second part:
CHAPTER 84, II
21

To be said by the gods

22

after they hear:

23

“Unbind our face [→ sight]!”

24

He who comes is the father near me.

25

The dawning (takes place) without you

26

and the rest [the other aspects of the sun] is in my body.

27

Should I not speak, today, in the seat of Truth,

28

Truth would be withheld

29

on the eyebrows of the evening;

30

he who should sail southwards to prepare the Feast
(of He-who-is-asleep →Osiris) would be asleep;

31

old age [→ weakness] would choke the guardian of her [Truth's] land

32

(entrusted) to Osiris Scribe Ani, true of voice.

zzz

One might ask why I translated “mAa xrw” of line 32 as “true of
voice” instead of the common “justified”. Call it a capricious idea,
but since in the lines that follow Ani officially declares his superior
status that may be a way to underscoring the “truth” of what he is
going to say.
At this point makes its entrance the cauda of chapter 85, which
poses usual problems especially at the end.

CHAPTER 85 [cauda] – Plate 28
[1]
33

I shall not enter the Place of Execution, O gods of the Duat! [of the gods of the Duat]

34

I am he who gives splendour to Osiris,

35

having satisfied the heart of those of his suite.

36

I shall not be afraid of what they might work out,

37

of the sense of awe (that affects) those who are in their lakes,

38

since I am high up on the standard on my place.
[2]

39

I am Nun, I shall not be grasped

40

by the one who commits wrongdoings.

41

I am Shu of the Primeval Time, of the Primeval Gods;

42

my bA a god, my bA Eternity.

43

I am the one whom darkness created [→ Ra]

44

and who made his place in the bounds of the heavenly vault,

45

the ruler eternal.

[3]
46

I am the exalted one of Nebu [→ Horus]

47

Young in town, boy in the country, my name.

48

My name shall not perish,

49

the bA whom Nun created,

50

he who made his place in the Realm of the Dead.

51

My nest cannot be discovered

52

so that the egg be broken for me.

53

I am the Lord of millions. [→ Heh]
[4]

54

I made my nest in the bounds of the heavenly vault;

55

I descend on the land of Geb.

56

Chased away (is) my evil, so that I see my father

57

as Lord of the shawt-cake of the Districts (of the Dead). [→ Duat]

58

As for (the place of) Osiris [blank → Ani ]

59

his body: He-who-is-in-Heliopolis [Ra →Sun → Light],

60

the region of those in the Sunlight.

61

On the mound of Amenti: the Ibis [Thoth → Moon →Darkness].

zzz

This passage is composed of four thematic blocks. In the first
one [33-38] Ani asserts the firmness of his status [38] which he has
reached having satisfied the demands of the gods in attendance of
Osiris [35]. He is in a position to deal with them, since he is not
intimidated [36] by the “charismatic aura” (SfSft) that affects those
who must undergo their judgement [37].

In this reading I consider “Sw” as the places (lakes [of fire]) the
deceased have to cross in order to be cleansed or destroyed. Thus
the first “n” (→n SfSft) is linked to the preceding “snD” (snD n) [36];
the second one refers to the awe that affects those who are judged.
But one might consider “jmjw Sw =sn” as the gods who are
appointed to judge specific facts; “Sw =sn” would then be their
“jurisdictions”. Thus “SfSft” would be the charismatic sense of awe of
(n → n[t]) the judging gods. But of course we should emend the
second “n” with “nt”. And I'd say: dubious.
In the second block [39-45] there is a reiteration of the claim
made in line 38. Ani's status is reinforced by the references to the
primeval gods: Nun [39] who does avoid the threats of the evil
Apophis [40]; Shu [41] who is the the original vivifying breath and
the air which the divine and eternal bA [42] flies through, in order to
reach Nut (who is in fact held on high by the arms of Shu)

As for the graphic rendering of line 41

I am of the opinion that “pAwt” refer not only to “primeval times”,
but, considering the god determinative, also to the “primeval gods”
(pAwtj).
Line 43 should be treated with extreme care.

“qmA” looks like an active participle, so that the obvious translation
would be “I am he who creates/created darkness”. Which sounds
quite abnormal, since “In the beginning was darkness”. The same
occurs in line 49:

whose rendering should be “the bA who creates/created Nun”. But
we know that Nun corresponds to the “zero degree” of creation ( he
was “there” before Atum/Ra was). Thus I am induced to read “qmA”
as an “adjusted” passive participle or relative clause; translating the
two of them as “I am the one whom darkness created” and “I am
the bA whom Nun created”. Both images obviously pointing to Ra.
Now all these references to ancestral deities underline the
archetypal traits, the re-enacting of the original act of creation; an
experience which Ani declares he has psychically integrated. And,
being the original act, it is a sort of “father” experience.
Juxtaposed to it, the third block may be interpreted as the “son
experience”. The archetypal model is made manifest by the solar
figure who cyclically rises and sets, as a rejuvenated father. In this
sense he may be indeed Horus, in various modalities of appearance,
the most evident that of Horus of the two horizons, Harakhtj, who,
in this solar aspect becomes then Ra-Harakhtj.

The allusion to Horus may in fact be detected through a close
reading of the ambiguous hieroglyphic rendering of line 41:

The problem comes from the last glyphs. Should we read them
as “nbw” or as “nb bw”? As far as I know there are no such cities,
which should in fact be important, since Ani declares himself “the
exalted one” (Haj) or “the lord (nb)” of them. But we know there is a
“nbwt”

namely Nubet (Ombos), the city of Seth. And this may trigger a lot
of visual and phonetic resonances.

That would bring back to memory the golden Horus (Hrw nbw), who,
according to some readings is the falcon overcoming (→Hr) Seth

“nbwtj” (the Ombite) [46]. An image alluded to by the next line [47]
which may have a possible reference to Horus the infant hidden by
Isis in the marshes of the delta (→boy in the country) so as to save
him from Seth, whom the grown falcon (→youth in town) eventually
defeated, standing high up (Haj) [46] over him (→Hr nbwtj).
The glyphs of lines 49-50 mirror almost exactly those of 43-44:

What is interesting to remark is the celestial/netherworld
polarity (Drw Hrt / Xrt nTr), enhancing the image of the circular
solar course, which shall go on for millions of years [53]; “nb HH”
mirroring the ruler eternal (HqA pw n Dt) of line 45:

The “nest” mentioned in line 51 is not only referred to the birdlike “bA” of line 49 (and the central figure of Chapter 85), but
implicitly to Ra hatching from the primordial Egg. The fact that the
nest cannot be discovered so that it won't be broken [51-52] may
certainly refer to possible enemies; but I'd rather see in it an
allusion to Atum/Ra's self generation. No one can hatch the egg for
him, he must do it by himself.
The final section [54-61] does mention again the nest placed in
the heavenly vault [54], mirroring line 44. We can detect in it a
more explicit reference to Ra (the nest being a metaphor for the
solar boat). Thus an image of ascent juxtaposed to the descent on
the land of Geb (→ Netherworld) of the next line[55].

At this point the text must be handled with extreme care since
the glyphs may lead us astray.
First Ani declares that having been purified (his evils – either
his own or those of his enemies – chased away) he can now see his
father:

I think it legitimate to infer that, being in the Netherworld, he
refer to Osiris. But the next line is ambiguous:

Does “m nb” point to Ani or to his father? I would opt for Osiris and
that's why. How should we interpret the rest of the glyphs? As for
“Sawt”, considering the determinative, it should be a city. According
to Hannig's dictionary there is a similar location in the eighth nome
of Upper Egypt of which the capital is Abydos, thus a possible
reference to Osiris. As for “spAwt” (districts) they might hint at
necropolises (WB: Bezirken im Totenreich): thus Osiris Lord of
Shayt and of the necropolises. Unless “Sawt” be a specific part of a
necropolis, indicating a genitive construction.
But a closer look at the papyrus may suggest a totally different
reading.

The determinative of city (O 49) in our papyrus is usually
written in another more distinct way

thus our specific determinative might point to something else. And
if we remember that “Sawt / Sajt” is a special cake offered to the gods
and to the deceased

we might suppose that our determinative be a peculiar rendering of
a cake. Osiris lord of the Sawt-cakes could make sense, although in
a very generic way.
But I am so shameless as to suggest a further wild reading. If
the unusual determinative was an invitation to reading “Sawt” as
“cake”, then we note that its correct determinative is X2, a tall loaf
of bread:

Now, if we go to the rightmost part of the vignette of Plate 6 we see
Ani, lamented by his wife, attended by Anubis, near a sort of conical
building at the far end which may allude to a funerary temple or a
necropolis; thus plausibly to the Duat.

Let's observe the shape of that building: is it not its outline very
similar to our loaf of bread?

In conclusion I think that the brilliant scribe modified the city
determinative (O49) so as to transform the Duat into a specific
cake; or, conversely, he turned that type of cake into an image of the
Duat, which Osiris is lord of. As if to say: “How sweet and savoury is
the vision of the Lord of the Dead!” [57]
The concluding lines [58-61], in my opinion, are built in accord
with a very personal linguistic strategy, starting from the very
beginning which displays an apparent unbelievable carelessness.
There is in fact a blank space which plausibly should have been
filled with the name of Ani.

Some say that papyri were composed in advance (as in a sort of
mass production) leaving blank spaces that would later be filled
with the name of the buyers. I am not sure this is true in our case.
Thus I propose an alternative reading. What if the blank space be a
hint at the identification of Ani with Osiris in the sancta sanctorum
where their exclusive face-to-face meeting (visually suggested by the
glyph of the eye) takes place, resulting thus in a sort of “ecstatic
blankness”?
One other thing to observe is the graphic rendering of “wsjr”:

In fact the “seat” determinative (Q1) usually follows the “eye”

Thus if not a metathesis it is possible that the scribe used Q1
instead of the Q2 adopted in an alternate writing:

Unless the subtle scribe wanted to have Q1 read as “st” (place),
since the concluding lines [59-61] seem to describe Ani's qualitative
stance.

No matter how short this is a very complicated passage that
raises a lot of orthographical, grammatical, syntactical and semantic
questions. So let us start with preliminary annotations in view of a
tentative synthesis to be made later on.
For example if we translate line 59 as “His body which is in
Heliopolis” we should emend “jmj” in “jmjt” since “Dt” is feminine.
As for line 60 we should first clear out what “Hntj” is, since the lack

of a determinative may lead us astray. Greater problems occur with
the last glyphs of which the orthography is definitely enigmatic:
should it be emended in “jAxw” (Sunlight)?

Were it so “jmjw jAxw” would be “those who are in the Sunlight” and
“Hntj” could thus be the “region” [WB: Bereich]

of the “solar beings” (the gods in Ra's suite); line 60 would be thus
an image of Heliopolis (the region where the solar beings dwell). By
the way, we should also note that “Dt”, according to WB, may also be
applied to the “body of an obelisk” (Obelisk →Heliopolis), shedding
thus more light on the solar Heliopolitan image.
But to be honest the emendation into “jAxw” seems definitely
forced. Could then the glyph of the sun (N5), followed by “wj” and
enhanced by the dual strokes (Z4B), allude to the two aspects of Ra
(dawn and sunset)? They might also recall the determinative that
characterize “sf” (yesterday) and “dwAw” (tomorrow):

In this case why not a further allusion to the two lions (sf ↔ dwAw)
of the Duat? With the solar disc being the liaison between Sky and
Netherworld:

And what about line 61? “hbj” (ibis) is plausibly pointing to
Thoth. Is there a “western mound of the ibis”? I confess I have never
heard of it. Is it a metaphor for “West →sunset”, since Thoth is a
lunar god? Or does the line allude, in a not very orthodox although
imaginative syntactic rendering, to the ibis standing on the western
mound?
In the first case he who is “on the western mound of the ibis”
could be the same one “who is in Heliopolis”, namely Ra who, in his
sun-setting aspect (→ Atum), has also his place “in the western
mound”. That might allude to the diurnal/nocturnal polarity, since
Heliopolis is Ra →Sun →Day and the West points to Thoth →Moon
→Night.
In the other case the polar images are juxtaposed. There is no
need to emend “jmj”. The body (Dt) is that of “jmj jwnw” (He who is
in Heliopolis), the sun. Opposed to it, standing on the western
mound: “hbj” (ibis), the moon. From a strict grammatical view “hbj
Hr jAt jmntt” would be more proper. But putting the subject after the
adverbial phrase (would such a solution be allowed?) does give the
scene quite a dramatic and ritualistic touch.
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